
Tea from China
 

Best.-Nr. Name Beschreibung Bild Preis

1707 Pu'Er Disc Fully matured, dark pouring Pu'Er, with the
characteristic earthy, full-bodied, sweet
taste.
1 disc=357g (+/- 10g), (100g/14,27 €)

50.00 €

1434 Li Zi Xiang 'Silverleaf' An interesting, slightly sweet, clear
everyday tea of a good medium quality. Its
taste is reminiscent of a simple Japanese
Sencha.

100g 6.00 €
250g 14.70 €
500g 28.50 €

1726 Pu'Er Disc 'Mengku
Bing Cha' (black)

A choice Pu'Er with a rich, full-bodied taste,
beautiful characteristic scent and red-brown
infusion.
1 disc=400g (+/-10g) (100g/11,25€)

65.00 €

1470 Fo Yan (Buddha's
Eyes)

A handmade tea fragranced only with
jasmine flowers from Fujian province.
Brews into a delicate, refreshing and
wonderfully fragrant cup.

100g 20.00 €
250g 49.00 €
500g 95.00 €

1kg 178.00 €

1511 Ren Shen - Ginseng
Oolong

This tea comes from the mountainous area
of Fujien. Special witherings and firing
technique shape the leaves into tiny balls.
Later coated them with fine Ginseng
powder. This oolong have a rich, full-bodied,
strong, sweet flavor with superb aftertaste.
This unic flavor made it becomes the tea of
choice for many tea lovers worldwide.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.70 €
500g 71.20 €

1467 Ming Yue - White
Moonlight

This tea is hand made from 500 years old
tea trees in Xishuangbanna (Yunnan) its a
very rare tea. Only best tea leaves are used
to create this fine tea with longlasting after
taste and mild fruity aroma.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.75 €
500g 71.25 €

1461 Bai Mu Dan: STD.
6901- Fujien

A mild, flowery yet stimulating tea, that is
specially fermented and obtained from the
white tea plant.

100g 8.50 €
250g 20.80 €
500g 40.30 €

1463 Pai Hao Yin Zhen:
'White Silver
Needles', Fujian

Only the unopened buds are picked to make
this tea that has a mild and delicate flavour,
and long-lasting finish. We carry the
genuine, premium quality product that is
considered to be one of the 10 major
Chinese teas.

50g 15.00 €
100g 30.00 €
250g 73.50 €
500g 142.50 €
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1709 Hong Zhuang Pu Erh
(Shu)

A light and fresh black Pu Erh from 2018,
which was pressed as is in 2019. The brick
shape is divided into individual sections so
that the tea can be better portioned. The tea
has a maroon cup. The brick weighs about
100g.

18.00 €

1710 Lu Zhuang Pu Erh
(Sheng)

A delicate and fresh green Pu Erh from
2018. In 2019 the tea was pressed into the
present form. The brick shape is divided into
individual sections so that the tea can be
better portioned. The tea has a light olive
green cup. The brick weighs about 100g.
The Pu Erh matures over the years and
constantly improves its quality.

18.00 €

1465 Tai Mu Lung Zhu
'Dragon Eyes'

A beautiful, hand-made white tea from the
Fujian province, with a delicate, aromatic,
clear cup that has been rolled into small
balls. A culinary and visual treat. It's best to
infuse this tea in a small pot or Chong
(Please pre-heat the vessel) with water
measuring about 80C.  The leaves are left
in the pot or Chong and topped up with hot
water until they have lost all taste.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.70 €
500g 71.20 €

1468 Yu Du Die 'Silvery
Butterfly'

A delicate, fragrantly vibrant and wonderful
cup made from well-made tea leaves is a
feast for the eyes. Does not turn even a little
bit bitter.
Do not brew with water exceeding 75C.

50g 9.00 €
100g 18.00 €
250g 44.10 €
500g 85.50 €

1708 Pu Erh Tuo Cha A very good Pu'Er in a classic Tuo Cha
shape with many tips and a luscious, deep
red and earthy cup.

18.00 €

1422 Haicha This tea combining the japanese way to
produce tea with chinese tea leaves. The
leafs are tiny, curled like oolong. This tea
offer you an clear an extraordianary fresh
cup. This tea is perfekt for every day use!

100g 7.90 €
250g 19.30 €
500g 37.50 €

1703 Finest Golden Pu-Er
(best grade)

Very delicate, complex Pu-Er from Menghai
(Yunnan), which only consists of golden
tips. The cup is a clear reddish brown with a
slight purple cast. Can be infused 3-4 times.

50g 12.50 €
100g 25.00 €
500g 112.50 €

1700 Fang Cha - Teabrick
- Yunnan

A 1.1 kg heavy, embossed tea bricks. A
rarity for numismatists as tea bricks were
one of the first currencies. (100 grams/ 1.81
€)

20.00 €
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1435 Nai Xian Mao Feng A unique Green Tea! The scent is strongly
reminiscent of milk! This highly aromatic tea
will bewitch seasoned tea drinkers and the
hard to please alike!
Use about 2-3g (1-2 tsp. of tea) for 0.25
litres of hot water (that has a temperature of
85°C). Generally this tea is served in glass
cup or bowl. The tea leaves are left in the
glass. Can be infused twice.

50g 6.00 €
100g 12.00 €
250g 29.40 €
500g 57.00 €

1494 An Yue (Black
Moonlight)

This very rare tea is made from 500 years
old tea treas. A mild-malty, premium tea
with a nice clear cup.
Instructions: Use about 5-6g (3-4 tsp. of tea)
for 0.5 litres of 95°C hot water and steep for
about 1-3 min.

50g 6.00 €
100g 12.00 €
250g 29.00 €
500g 57.00 €

1kg 106.00 €

1459 MAO FENG (Jiu
Long Berg)

A tea with a beautifully worked leaf, and a
grassy, fresh, clear cup from Zhejiang
Province.

It is best to prepare the tea in a small
preheated porcelain jug with approx. 80 ° C
hot water. The leaves remain in the pot and
can be poured several times.

100g 6.90 €
250g 16.90 €
500g 32.70 €

1448 Mao Jian Very beautiful and small, curly leaves give a
yellow, green cup and a fresh, floral taste.

It's best to prepare the tea in a small
preheated porcelain jug with water at
approx. 80 ° C. The leaves remain in the jug
and can be poured several times.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1477 Guizhou Highland
Pearl

A tightly rolled leaf that leaves a long-
lasting, full-bodied but mild taste on the
tongue.

It is best to prepare the tea in a chong or a
small preheated porcelain jug with water at
approx. 80 ° C. The leaves remain in the jug
and can be poured several times.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1486 Phoenix Tanchung
'Phoenix Single Bush'

A compact, full-bodied, spicy and fruitily
malty Oolong with a disctinctive finish and
clear, bright cup. It is picked from one single

50g 15.00 €
100g 30.00 €
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bush (a tye of tea plant that can reach a
height of up to 10 metres and is more like a
tree). This tea is mentioned in the earliest
records on tea and is one of the most
sought-after teas in China. We highly
recommend this tea of which we have the
authentic, premium quality product in stock,
which is best enjoyed Gong Fu style.

250g 73.50 €
500g 142.50 €

1402 Huang Jin Cha 'Gold
and Silver Tea-
Yunnan'

A deep, smooth, almost syrup-like cup and
honey-like scent characterise this
masterfully crafted rarity. Can be infused
twice.
Instructions:
Use about 6g (4 tsp.) for 0.5 litres of hot
water and steep for about 3.5–5 min.

50g 11.00 €
100g 22.00 €
250g 53.90 €
500g 104.50 €

1411 Zheng Shan Xiao
Zhong ' Lapsang
Souchong' from
Fujian

This traditional, 'smoked' tea from the Wuyi
Mountains is one of the most famous teas in
China. Either you love it or you don't.
Instructions:
Use about 5-6g (3-4 tsp. of tea) for 0.5 litres
of hot water and steep for about 2.5-5min.

100g 4.20 €
250g 10.20 €
500g 19.90 €

1427 Lung Ching, 4. grade A fresh tea with slightly fruity - nutty note. A
wonderful tea for all days ! Lung Ching
4.grade- is from a later harvest time, so the
tea has a fortifying character.
Generally this tea is served in glass cup or
bowl. Put three pinches of tea in a
preheated glass and add hot water (that has
an approximate temperature of 80 ° C). The
tea is ready to drink once the leaves have
settled at the bottom of the glass. You can
keep on adding hot water to the leaves until
they lose their taste.

100g 6.50 €
250g 15.90 €
500g 30.80 €

1412 Qimen Hong Cha
'Keemun Superior'
Anhui

A mild, sweetish, premium tea made from
evenly processed leaves with a nice cup.
Instructions:
Use about 5-6g (3-4 tsp. of tea) for 0.5 litres
of hot water and steep for about 2.5-5min.

100g 7.90 €
250g 19.30 €
500g 37.50 €

1414 Dianhong -Yunnan
GFOP- STDT 0012

Very popular, slightly smoky, sweet, spicy
tea with lots of tips and that typical Yunnan
flavor.
Instructions:
Use about 5-6g (3-4 tsp. of tea) for 0.5 litres
of hot water and steep for about 2.5–5 min.

100g 4.20 €
250g 10.20 €
500g 19.90 €

1493 Ti Kuan Yin (medium
roasted) Fujian

A delicate, mild Oolong with a nutty aroma.
A very pleasant, very mild everyday tea; a
good thirst-quencher that is perfect for
making iced tea or for mixing with fruit
juices. K101 standard.

100g 5.50 €
250g 13.40 €
500g 26.10 €

1000g 48.90 €
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1415 Dianhong superior
(Yunnan-Simao)

An magnificently processed tea with a rich
and spicy, smooth, clear cup. Comes highly
recommended!
Instructions:
Use about 5g (2-3 tsp. of tea) for 0.5 litres of
hot water and steep for about 2.5–5 min.

100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1410 Lapsang Special A very elegant tea with many golden tips
from the Zheng Shan Tea Tree. The tee has
a dark, bright red color, particularly fruity
scent and long aftertaste. A
recommendation from us!

100g 15.00 €
250g 36.70 €
500g 71.20 €

1419 BLACK MAO FENG The black Mao Feng comes from the
Chinese province Anhui. It has a fine top
quality with an intense and slightly smoky
aroma.

50g 8.00 €
100g 16.00 €
250g 39.20 €
500g 76.00 €

1421 Ping Sui Zhu Cha
'Temple of Heaven',
Zhejiang

A special quality spherical leaf tea with a
delicate and slightly tart taste and clear cup.

100g 3.00 €
250g 7.30 €
500g 14.20 €

1466 Kekecha Interesting tea from Guangdong province
with well made leafs and mild, clear cup.
This tea contains less coffein.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1469 Bai Mu Dan Disk -
premium -

A mild, flowery yet stimulating premium tea,
that is specially fermented and obtained
from the white tea plant. This tea is very
good for sensitive persons. This
compressed teadisc keeps very long time
the scent and aroma of the tea.

39.50 €

1460 White Monkey Wonderfully fresh tea with fine nutty - sweet
flavor and clear , green cup .

50g 6.00 €
100g 12.00 €
250g 29.40 €
500g 57.00 €

1418 Hei Song Zhen
(Black Pine Needles)

This tea from Yunnan is hand made. The
leaves looks like pine needles. The infusion
is coloured like amber and have the fine
aroma like roasted maroni.

50g 7.00 €
100g 14.00 €
250g 34.30 €
500g 66.50 €

1449 Bei Song Zhen (
White Pine Needles)

Well made tea from Xichungbanna, in very
south of Yunnan province. The cup is
wonderfully clear, green / yellow and fresh
with fine nutty taste and gentle sweet flavor.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1kg 89.00 €
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1433 Yun Wu Mao Feng -
Wolken und Nebel
Tee

From the highland province of Zhejiang, full
of character, with a spicy, bright yellow cup
and silken fragrance.
Can be infused two or three times, if using a
short steeping time, or once, if a longer
steeping time is desired.

50g 5.00 €
100g 10.00 €
250g 24.50 €
500g 47.50 €

1428 Lung Ching, 2nd
grade

A fresh, substantial tea with a slightly fruity
and wonderfully nutty flavour. Perfect as an
everyday tea!
Preparation:
Generally this tea is served in glass cup or
bowl. Put three pinches of tea in a
preheated glass and add hot water (that has
an approximate temperature of 80C). The
tea is ready to drink once the leaves have
settled at the bottom of the glass. You can
keep on adding hot water to the leaves until
they lose their taste.

100g 12.00 €
250g 29.40 €
500g

(Originalpack)
57.00 €

1488 Royal Aroma Da
Hong Pao

This is the first time this seductively
fragrant, minerally and fruity delicacy from
the Wuyi Mountains in Fujian has reached
this country. The long finish and bright
orange-red cup speak for themselves. For
me, this tea is one of the most amazing
discoveries that I have made over the last
few years.
Ideally it should be prepared Gong Fu style.
However, it can also be prepared in a more
traditional way, with equally good results.
A recommendation!

2.90 €

1483 Oriental Beauty
Superium

Unwiderstehlicher Oolong mit einzigartig
Aroma. Der Aufgiss hat eine brillant Tasse
mit fruchtige Honig Noten und lange leicht
Süß Nachgeschmack.

50g 9.00 €
100g 18.00 €
250g 44.10 €
500g 85.50 €

1429 Tai Ping Hou Kui
(Monkey King from
Tai Ping)

This tea from Anhui province is produce in
the Yellow Mountains and is one of the "ten
great teas of China". The impressive, large
leaf, the warm - flowery aroma and the
many - faceted sweet smell its a class of its
own.

50g 12.50 €
100g 25.00 €
250g 61.20 €
500g 118.70 €

1420 Tian Mu Qing Ding The well made leafs, the warm - grassy
taste and the flowery aroma make this tea
from Zejiang province so popular.

50g 6.00 €
100g 12.00 €
250g 29.40 €
500g 57.00 €
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